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A discrete model for analytic functions is constructed using lattice points of the 
complex plane arranged in radial form. The discrete analytic functions are defined 
as solutions of a finite-difference approximation to the polar Cauchy-Riemann 
equations. The resulting discrete power z’“) (an analogue of z”) has a simple 
algebraic form (a direct analogue of p” exp(in0)) and has some surprising 
properties. For example every discrete polynomial XI; a,#’ has a factorization in 
terms of the zeros of its classical counterpart 2: a,z” and every discrete entire 
function has a power series representation x a,z’“‘. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The lattice of definition for discrete models of analytic functions is usually 
considered to be the set of Gaussian integers, and discrete analogues of the 
function z” (called pseudo-powers) are of fundamental importance to the 
study of such theories. 
Recently Zeilberger [ 121 extended the work of Duflin [2] and Duffin and 
Peterson [4] by defining a new system of pseudo-powers and thereby 
enlarging the class of discrete analytic functions which could be represented 
as an infinite series of pseudo-powers. However, Zeilberger proved that no 
basis for discrete analytic functions could be found such that the 
convergence of Cr a,z” on C (the complex plane) ensures the convergence 
of Cp a.n,,(z) on the whole lattice (where rr, denotes the pseudo-power). 
Pseudo-powers for monodiffric functions were defined by Isaacs [9] and 
the problem of representing a monodiffric function by a series of basis 
elements was considered by Atadianov [ 11. However, the question-whether 
or not the pseudo-powers form a basis for monodiffric functions-was not 
answered. 
Various alternative lattices of definition have been considered. For 
example, Duffin [3], considered a lattice of rhombs; Kurowski [lo], a 
semidiscrete lattice; and the author [ 61, geometric-difference spacing between 
points of a rectangular lattice. In this paper a radial lattice is considered with 
the origin as a cluster point. 
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First order approximations are made to the polar form of the 
Cauchy-Riemann conditions and in the resulting theory the discrete pseudo- 
power z(“) is found to have some interesting properties. Not only does the 
convergence of Cr a,z” on C guarantee the convergence of Cr a,z’“’ on 
the lattice, but also the set {z(“)}oO, forms a basis (every function, discrete 
analytic on the lattice, can be written as a convergent series C?‘“m a,z’“‘). 
The difficulty in finding suitable analogues of z”, where n is a negative 
integer, has prevented the development of discrete Laurent series represen- 
tations for functions with singularities. The present analogue z(“) is seen to 
be valid for all values of n and as the basis result indicates, a function with a 
singularity at the origin can be modelled by discrete analytic functions on 
the radial lattice. 
Further significance of this theory is indicated by an analogue of the 
fundamental theorem of algebra. A convenient analogue of multiplication is 
defined which leads to a factorization of a discrete polynomial C; a,$“’ in 
terms of the zeros of the polynomial Cf a,z”. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
The lattice of definition for the discrete functions to be considered here 
will consist of a certain set P of points given in polar coordinates. 
Firstly, constants q and 6 are chosen such that 0 < q < 1 and 6 = 27r/M, 
where M is some fixed positive integer. The lattice P is then defined by 
P = { @, 8): p E q”, n E Z (the set of integers); 19 E m6, m = 0, 1, 2 ,... }; 
where (p, 0) are the polar coordinates of the point z = p exp(i0). Hence the 
points of the lattice are spaced in a geometric sequence radially (with the 
origin as cluster point) while the angle increment 6 is fixed. 
The geometric difference (or q-difference) operator A, and the forward 
difference operator A,,are defined by 
Apf @, 8) = [f@v 0) - f(w e)ii(l - 4) P, 
defh e) = ifh 8 + 4 -fb ew; 
(2.1) 
where @, 0) E P. 
A function f defined on the polar lattice P is said to be a discrete function 
and such a function is said to be discrete analytic (in the polar sense) at the 
point @, e) if 
A@@, e> = -pA,V@, a 
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where u, u are respectively the real and imaginary parts ofJ In this way, the 
partial derivatives in the polar form of the Cauchy-Riemann equations have 
been replaced by partial difference operators. From the above two 
conditions, it can readily be shown that the equation 
W, + iA,)f@, e) = 0 (2.3) 
provides a condition equivalent o (2.3) for a function to be discrete analytic 
at the point @, 0). 
Using the above definitions, and methods similar to those used by the 
author [6 1, it is possible to define a discrete integral which satisfies 
analogues of Cauchy theorems in portions of the lattice. However, the 
appoach to be taken in this paper will be towards a characterisation of 
discrete analytic functions by means of power series. 
3. DISCRETE ANALYTIC CONTINUATION AND MULTIPLICATION 
If a discrete function is discrete analytic at all points of the lattice P, then 
from (2.1), (2.3) it follows that 
f @, e + s> = f @, 0) f i SP A,f @, 0) = 11 + WA,)1 f @, 01, 
and in general f@, 0 + m8) = [ 1 + iiQ~A,)]“f@, e), where m is a positive 
integer (for the moment) and @A,) is to be interpreted as a single operator. 
Taking the particular case where 0 = 0 and replacing rnd by 0 again, it 
follows that f (p, 8) = [ 1 + iS@A,)]e’6 f @, 0), where 19/6 is an integer. 
The continuation operator g0 is to be defined by 
ge = [ 1 + id@A,)]“‘” = WY @A,Y’, (3.1) 
where @A,y denotes the jth iteration of the operator @A,); @A,)’ = 1. For 
functions defined at points of P on the polar axis, g0 provides the discrete 
analytic continuation to a function defined at every other point of P. By 
construction, f @, 0) = q0 f @, 0) is the unique discrete analytic function with 
prescribed values on the polar axis. 
An analogue for multiplication of discrete analytic functions f and g can 
be defined by 
= (idy’@A,Y [f(P, 0) cd, 011. (3.2) 
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The resulting function is also discrete analytic and by methods similar to 
those used by the author [6] it can readily be verified that (P, + , *) is an 
integral domain. 
4. THE DISCRETE POWER FUNCTION 
To develop power series representations for discrete analytic functions, a 
suitable analogue of the classical function z” is needed. The geometric 
difference operator A,, has the important property: A,@ = [n] p”-‘; where 
[n] z (1 - q”)/(l - q) is the q-difference analogue of n ([n] + n as q + 1). If 
z = p exp{ i0}, where z E P, the discrete power z(“) will be defined by means 
of the discrete continuation of p” into the lattice P. Hence: 
Now since @A,)@ = [n] p”, it follows that @d,y’p” = [n]jp”, and 
e/S e/s z(n) - n y -P . 
( 1 ,zl J 
(iSy’ [n]j = p”(1 + ifS[n])V 
Define ei(n, 0) = (1 + ib[n])e’8; the above then becomes 
z(“) = @, @(a) = p”ei(n, 0). (4.1) 
It is interesting to notice that as the lattice spacing shrinks (6 -t 0 and 
q + l), the function et(,, 8) approaches the function exp(in0) and hence 
z(“) + z”. For example 
By construction, z(“) is discrete analytic and satisfies further conditions 
which illustrate suitability as an analogue of z”. For example, the following 
additional properties can readily be verified: 
(i) dpz(“) = [n] p”-‘et(n, e); dgz(“) = i[n] p”et(n, 0); 
(ii) z(O) = 1; 
(iii) for n > 0; z(“) = 0 if and only if z = 0; 
(iv> z(“) * zCm) = z(“+~), where * is defined by (3.2). 
Property (iv) was evident for the q-analytic function analogues of z” 
considered by the author [7], but property (iii) appears to be new for 
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pseudo-powers in discrete analytic function theories. One shortcoming of the 
present analogue, however, is that in general z(l) # z. 
A factorization result was found by the author [8] for q-analytic 
polynomials. An analogue of the fundamental theorem of algebra can also be 
demonstrated for polynomials discrete analytic in the polar sense. A discrete 
polynomial is to be defined as p,(z) = C;f ajz(j’, where aj are constants with 
a, = 1. The corresponding classical polynomial is to be denoted by 
f,(z) = Ci ajzj. 
THEOREM 4.1. If p,, is a discrete polynomial then 
p,(z) = (z(1) - a1) * (z(I) - a*) * . . . * (z(1) - cl”), 
where ai, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, are the zeros of the corresponding polynomial f,. 
Proof: p,(z) = Cl ajz(j’ = Ci aj’8’&$ and since q0 is a linear operator, 
p,(z) = E” C;I ajp’. Now a,, a2 ,..., a, are the zeros off, and so 
P,(z) = %I@ - ad@ - 4 ... @ - 41. 
It can readily be verified that go(a) = a for constant a and since @@@) =z(I), 
it follows by linearity that G$e@ -a) =z(‘) -a. Hence by (3.2), p,(z) = 
(z (1) _ a,) * (z(i) - a& * ... * (z(I) - a,,), completing the proof. 
5. DISCRETE POWER SERIES REPRESENTATIONS 
In the above development of the discrete function z(“), if n is permitted to 
take any value then z(“) is still well defined by (4.1) and satisfies the 
properties outlined in Section 4 above. This represents an improvement over 
the monodiffric analogue of z” studied by the author [5], where n could not 
take negative integer values, and so discrete analogues of Laurent series now 
become possible. 
Since there were no bound restrictions placed on the values of 0 in the 
definition of a discrete analytic function given by (2.3) and in the 
continuation operator eO, the function zCn) would in general be multi-valued. 
For convenience, a function f, defined on the lattice P, will be said to be 
discrete entire on P if (2.3), is satisfied, where 8 = jS, j = 0, l,..., M - 2. By 
the developments in Section 3 above, it can then readily be verified that 
discrete entire functions f can be specified at each point of P (8 =jS, 
j = 0, l,..., M - 1) by the unique representation f (z) = 5Y0 f @, 0). The discrete 
entire function z(“) is then single valued and denoted by z’“’ = p”ejld(n, O), 
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where 8 = 0, 6, 26 ,..., 27~ - 6. For the remainder of this paper, t9 will be 
restricted to this cycle so that single valued functions will be the theme. 
In the theory of discrete analytic functions on a square lattice, Zeilberger 
[ 121 showed that it is not possible to replace z” in an entire function 
c,” %Z” by a discrete pseudo-power counterpart and still guarantee 
convergence. However, this is possible in the present heory as the following 
theorem and corollary demonstrate. 
THEOREM 5.1. If CF anpn converges for all values of p such that 
@, 0)&P, then q0 Cr anpn = Cr a,z(“’ with convergence for all z = @, 0) in 
P. 
Proof. Let g(z) = Cp a,z’, so that by assumption g@) = CT anpn is 
convergent for p = qm; m E Z. Now g@) = cj?,, ( “$! ) (iSy’ (pA,,y’ g@), and it 
can readily be verified that 
@A,)‘g@) = (1 -41-j 5 
m=O 
(-llrn (-g dqrnP)* 
Since qmp E P, then 
G&J)= 1 *’ (y ) (iSy’(1 -4)-j i (-l)m (I) f anqmnp”, 
j=O m=O n=o 
and by rearrangement 
Fog@)= f anpnF 
v . 
n=o ( ) ,el J 
(iSy’ (1 - q)-j 9 (-l)m L qnm 
m=O ( ) 
= g anpn F e/s (idy’ (1 - q)-j (1 - q”y’ 
ll=O ( 1 j=o j 
m 
XT= X a# C 
II=0 
“’ ‘7 (idy’ [n]j 
j=O ( ) 
= 9 a,p”et(n, 8) = T a,z’“‘, 
lt=O n=o 
convergence being preserved by the finite rearrangement of series. This 
completes the proof. 
The following result is of immediate consequence. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If c? a,z” converges for all z in C then Cr a,,z(“’ 
converges for all z in P. 
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Theorem 5.1 has a corresponding result for negative powers and the 
following can be readily demonstrated using a similar proof. 
THEOREM 5.2. If Cr a,,~-” converges for all values of p such that 
@, 0) E P, then g@ c: a,,p-” = CF a,z(-“) with convergence for all 
z = (p, 8) in P. 
The following theorem indicates the most important property of the 
discrete powers z(“) -they form a basis for discrete entire functions on the 
polar lattice P. 
THEOREM 5.3. If f is any discrete entire function on P, then it has a 
convergent power series representation 
f(z)= c a,z’“’ for all values of z in P. 
-* 
ProoJ If f is discrete entire on P then it is at least defined at each point 
of P. For values off on the polar axis, denote f(qm, 0) = a,; m E Z. The 
origin is then an accumulation point of the sequence {qm}Fm and by a 
combination of the Weierstrass factorization theorem with the Mittag-Leffler 
theorem it follows that there exists a function g, analytic (in the classical 
sense) at each z E C with the exception of the origin, such that g(qm) = a,,,; 
m E Z [ 11, p. 2981. Hence g has a convergent Laurent series about the 
origin: g(z) = CY’, a,z”; Iz 1 > 0, such that g(qm) = am, m E Z. Thus 
f (qm, 0) = CF! -m an(qm)“, and replacing qm by p, f@, 0) = CT?‘, aUp”. 
Applying the operator ‘&, 
f(z) = gO’ef(p, 0) = g0 T 
[ 
co 
anpn = gO \’ anpn + L 
--(II ?i 
:a-&” , 1 
and since g0 is a linear operator 
f(z) = gO F anpn + gO f adnp-*. 
0 
Applying Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 to the above terms yields 
f(z) = 2 
0 
a,z(“) + T a_,z’-“’ = 2 anzcn), 
-cc 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
Under certain circumstances the discrete Laurent series in Theorem 5.3 
may reduce to a series of positive discrete powers. For example, if values of 
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the discrete entire function, at lattice points on the polar axis, are known to 
be representable as a Taylor series about the origin then 
f(z) = 57&p) = go 2 f’“‘(0) /Y/n! 
0 
and so by Theorem 5.1 
f(z) = q f’“‘(0) z’“‘/n! . 
T 
Also it is not difficult to verify that 
f’“‘(0) = n! A;f(O)/[n]!, 
where d;f(O) = lim,,, Aif@) and [n]! = [n][n - I] ..a [ 11, and hence it 
follows that 
f(z) = $ &f(O) z’“‘/[n]!, 
the discrete analytic analogue of Taylor’s series about the origin. 
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